
Uniform Requirements and Fee Schedule
COSTS
Unity College values the opportunity to provide our 
students with a seamless transition into school life. 
We recognise that a semester in the Little Scholars 
Program contributes to enhanced emotional and social 
development, is the best preparation possible for the 
school learning journey, and sets your child up for a 
confident and settled Reception year.

In recognition of the value of the program for student 
and families’ long term wellbeing, the College is 
subsidising the Little Scholars Program, to ensure it is 
affordable for all families. 

The first term of Little Scholars is free of charge, and 
the fee for the second term is $756 (payable over Terms 
3 and 4 if you prefer). Additionally, students will be 
gifted their school bag, communication bag and school 
hat (value: $105). 

The investment of $9 per day (across two terms) in 
your child’s development is affordable when compared 
with kindy/childcare costs. 

UNIFORM REQUIREMENTS  
AND UPFRONT FEES
Little Scholars students are required to wear the 
Unity College Uniform (Sports). The same uniform will 
transition into Reception in 2024, in line with plans to 
have Pre-Reception – Year 2 students in sports uniform 
every day (there is no requirement for formal uniform 
until Year 3). 

TERM 3 COSTS
Sports Polo T-Shirt $45

Shorts (all year) $35

Tracksuit Pants  
(all year)

$53

Jacket $92

Hat $25 (gifted by Unity College)

School Bag $60 (gifted by Unity College)

Communication Bag $20 (gifted by Unity College)

Enrolment Fee* $300

Tuition Fees Free

SUB TOTAL $630

 + Unity College 
Subsidy

Minus $105

 + *Credited  
Enrolment Fee

Minus $200

TOTAL UP  
FRONT COST

$325

TERM 4 COSTS
Tuition Fee (Option 
to spread payments 
across two terms or 
begin Term 4)

$756

*$300 Enrolment Fee breakdown:

 + $50 application fee (only charged once for each 
family)

 + $50 enrolment fee (includes Unity College Old 
Scholars life membership)

 + $200 (will be credited to your first fee account). 
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